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Born in Budapest, Michael Polanyi (1891-1976) moved in 1933 from his position at the Kaiser Wilhelm 
Institute for Physical Chemistry in Berlin to the University of Manchester, where he stayed until he 
became a Fellow at Merton College Oxford in 1959. In the early 1930s Polanyi was well-known for his 
studies in thermodynamics, especially chemical kinetics and transition-state theory, and he was 
experienced in x-ray analysis of fibers and crystals. This latter x-ray work was of immediate interest to 
Manchester's Longworthy Professor of Physics, William Lawrence Bragg, one of the world's innovators 
and experts in x-ray crystallography.[1] Bragg was enthusiastic about hiring Polanyi. 

Four years later, in 1937 Patrick Maynard Stuart Blackett (1897-1974) arrived in Manchester. He had 
spent more than ten years in Ernest Rutherford's Cavendish Laboratory while a fellow at King's College 
(1922-1933) and he left his position as professor of physics at Birkbeck College in London to succeed 
Bragg at Manchester. Blackett was internationally known at this time for his experiments and 
photographs demonstrating the disintegration of the nitrogen nucleus by alpha particles and the existence 
of positrons in cosmic rays. 

Blackett had been an external examiner at Manchester since 1933. He was acquainted with Polanyi and 
had seen him socially in London as well as in Manchester. Blackett shared with Polanyi an interest in 
physical chemistry, dating from Blackett's work on the specific heats of gases with the Cambridge 
physical chemists Eric Rideal and D. Henry.[2] Polanyi and Blackett and their wives Magda Polanyi and 
Constanza Blackett, whom the Blacketts' friends called "Pat," were good friends who kept up 
correspondence that can be found in the Royal Society's archives until well into the 1960s. Blackett 
addressed Polanyi by the familiar "Mischi," and Polanyi signed his letters to Blackett "Misi."[3] 

A common interest shared by Blackett and Polanyi was politics, though in political matters they very 
often found themselves on opposite sides of an increasingly wide ideological divide. This divide was the 
line between Blackett's marxist-influenced Fabian socialism and Polanyi's free-market influenced 
conservative liberalism. In their political activities, neither followed the example of Bragg. When 
interviewed by David Edge in 1969 and asked about his political views and about those of his father 
William Henry Bragg, Sir Lawrence replied as follows as in the interview:

Edge: Political views --- your father didn't talk about this? Was he essentially a conservative?

Bragg: I don't think so. I think he was a-political, and I think I am a-political, too.



You presumably both vote?

Bragg: We generally voted . . . did we always vote conservative . . . perhaps we always have. I'm 
not sure . . . .

Edge: You don't see in any way any relationship between your scientific work and discipline and 
the values that are involved in that and political . . .

Bragg [interrupting]: Certainly not.[4]

In contrast to Bragg's apparent disinterest in politics, Polanyi, the son of a railroad entrepreneur, was 
involved as a very young man in intellectual and political meeting groups in Budapest. These groups 
numbered among their members his brother Karl Polanyi, the mathematician George Polya, the physicist 
Bela Balazs, and the social theorists Karl Mannheim and George Lukacs. It was ostensibly because of 
his participation in the Galileo Circle, a Hungarian nationalist group founded in 1908 by his brother Karl 
and by Oscar Jaszi, that Polanyi's visa to the United States was held up in 1951 under the McCarron Act 
on the grounds of his past involvement with a subversive organization linked to communists.[5] Blackett 
also could not get a visa to the United States in these years. 

As Polanyi told Thomas S. Kuhn in an interview, he was about to take up a position in the government 
of the new Hungarian Republic in the fall of 1918. At the time Polanyi had a medical degree and a Ph.D. 
in physical chemistry. Bela Kun and the Communist Party came to power the following spring of 1919 
and by the summer's end there was a coup d'état led by the authoritarian, conservative, and anti-Semitic 
Admiral Nicholas Horthy. 

Polanyi, a Jew, was baptized in the Catholic church about this time and left Hungary for Germany, first 
for Karlsruhe and then for Berlin. In 1928 Polanyi, Leo Szilard, and John von Neumann began following 
a seminar in economics with Jacob Marschak, trying, as Polanyi put it, "to understand the Russian 
phenomenon." [6] The Russian problem was not new to Polanyi. His mother was born in Vilna, 
Lithuania and his sister moved to the USSR in the 1930s. 

By 1935, when Polanyi wrote a long paper critical of Soviet economics published by the Manchester 
School of Social and Economic Sciences, he had visited Russia four times. He was a fervent critic of 
arguments by British scientists sympathetic to Marxism, socialism, and centralist planning for science. 
These arguments were made in books, articles, and radio broadcasts by J. D. Bernal, Julian Huxley, 
Joseph Needman, Hyman Levy, J. B. S. Haldane, and Lancelot Hogben, as well as by the Manchester 
Guardian science correspondent J. G. Crowther and by Polanyi's friend Patrick Blackett.[7] 

In 1935, Blackett was serving on the committee chaired by Henry T. Tizard to advise Winston Churchill 
and the Air Ministry on military strategies, especially radar and saturation bombing. 



This was one of many government and Labour-Party committees on which he would serve. Blackett was 
a member of the recently radicalized Association of Scientific Workers, which had been founded at the 
conclusion of the First World War. A naval officer, grandson of a vicar, and the son of a stockbroker, 
Blackett had been voting Labour since 1922 when he campaigned for Hugh Dalton in a motor bicycle 
and side-car. Blackett was encouraged to stand as a Labour candidate in 1935 but declined.[8] One of 
the reasons he left Cambridge was that he did not feel his left-wing politics fit in well there. (He also left 
Cambridge because he felt that Rutherford did not sufficiently appreciate him, favoring Piotr Kapitza.)
[9] 

The lives and careers of Partick Blackett and Michael Polanyi form the type of intellectual and social 
pattern that S. S. Schweber has characterized by the paradoxical trope of the intersecting trajectories of 
parallel scientific lives. Schweber has been using such parallels and intersections in order to construct a 
biography of the contemporary physicist Hans Bethe. 

My aim in focussing on Blackett and Polanyi is both similar and different. Each merits a scientific 
biography that not only focusses on his work in physics or in physical chemistry, but that addresses his 
philosophy of doing science and his beliefs about the scientist's ethical and political responsibilities. 
Currently I am taking a biographical approach simultaneously to both Polanyi and Blackett with the 
intention of understanding each all the better by juxtaposing their scientific work and political 
commitments while these two men were friends and rivals at the University of Manchester. 

Blackett was a consummate experimentalist whose work embodies the principles of tacit knowledge that 
Polanyi expostulated in his influential book Personal Knowledge. At the end of the Second World War, 
Blackett returned to his laboratory at Manchester and embarked on an ambitious new investigation of 
magnetism that he thought would be even more important than the earlier work for which he was 
awarded the Nobel Prize in 1948. Polanyi at this time definitively left the laboratory, exchanging his 
professorship in physical chemistry for one in social studies, convinced that he never had achieved in his 
scientific work the significant achievement that he coveted. Their Manchester colleague, the registrar 
William Mansfield Cooper noted the paradox:

Blackett the great theoretical planner had a genius for improvisation and getting things done. 
Polanyi the exponent of freedom and the critic of planning was most meticulous and cautious in 
action. ... there was no feuding ... always reason and sometimes near affection and certainly 
respect supervening.[10]

However, as I have implied, my aim is not only biography. I also intend by focussing on two scientific 
friends with such very opposite views on matters of politics to explore more fully the aims and values 
that were shared by the British community of physical scientists in the historical period from the 1920s 
to the 1960s, as well as those aims and values that were profoundly contested. Thus my study is 
specifically localized in individuals and their precise roles in the history of science, but it also endeavors 



to ask questions about scientific values that have meaning for the entire scientific community and its 
place in the cultural fabric of modern society. The locus of my community is Great Britain, but 
implications are broader. 

With this long introduction, let me turn now to some specific aspects of my project that deals with 
Polanyi's and Blackett's years in Manchester. I will outline some of the themes of their work and their 
controversies and conclude by asking for comments and advice from you on some of these matters. 

When Polanyi arrived in Manchester in 1933, he had been courted by Manchester physicists and 
chemists for a couple of years. Arthur Lapworth, who was chairing the chemistry department, had been 
seeking to make an eminent appointment after the departure in 1928 of the organic chemist Robert 
Robinson. F. G. Donnan, the influential and well-connected physical chemist at University College 
London, was as interested in bringing Polanyi to England as he had been in getting Robinson to come to 
Imperial College in 1928. 

When Polanyi first interviewed at Manchester in 1932, he greatly impressed Bragg with his knowledge 
of x-ray crystallography. He also delighted those members of the Manchester faculty who admired his 
erudition and shared with him a common interest in the detective stories of the London chemist A. W. 
Stewart, who wrote novels under the pseudonym of Connington. 

Polanyi was interested in leaving Berlin largely because of the political situation in Germany, but he 
hesitated to leave very good laboratory facilities and a very cosmopolitan city for an inferior laboratory 
and a city that was filled with smog during his visit. So he turned down the offer in Manchester and 
Lapworth successfully offered the position to the organic chemist Ian M. Heilbron. 

After Hitler was appointed Chancellor in January 1933 and civil-service purge laws were passed in 
March, Polanyi renewed discussions about the Manchester appointment and gratefully accepted it.[11] 
By August he and his family had packed their personal belongings and he had arranged the shipment of 
much of his Berlin equipment, including high-vacuum mercury pumps and a precision machine lathe, as 
well as two technicians to run them.[12] 

In 1933 Polanyi was working mainly on reaction kinetics and transition theory. He had experienced 
some setbacks and disappointments in his work before the late 1920s. Three separate lines of 
investigation had given him results that were regarded as inconclusive or mistaken. His first original 
work in thermodynamics had been undertaken in 1913, right after he completed his medical degree, as 
he began studies in physical chemistry with Georg Bredig and Kasimir Fajans in Karlsruhe. Using 
Walther Nernst's third law of thermodynamics and reasoning by analogy from low temperatures to high 
pressures, Polanyi proposed that entropy would decrease to zero at infinite pressure. A young and 
ambitious Polanyi requested Bredig to send the paper to Einstein in Zurich, who liked the paper and 
corresponded with Polanyi on some points of disagreement. The theory, however, was more or less a 



dead end because of the impracticality of the limiting condition of infinite pressure.[13] 

Polanyi's doctoral thesis at Karlsruhe in 1917 addressed the adsorption of molecules of gas on a solid 
surface. When he discussed it in Berlin in 1921, his theory was strongly criticized by both Nernst and 
Einstein on the grounds that the long-range forces required by the theory were impossible. Polanyi's new 
Berlin colleague Hermann Mark was much more positive from a chemist's point of view, but Polanyi 
remained bitter even in the 1960s that Irving Langmuir's monomolecular theory of adsorption was 
preferred to his multi-layer theory even after Fritz London helped Polanyi reformulate the theory in 
terms of quantum mechanics.[14] 

Polanyi arrived in Berlin in the fall of 1920, first as a researcher at the Kaiser Wilhelm Gesellschaft in 
Reginald Herzog's Institute of Fiber Analysis. From 1923 to 1933, he was head of a department for 
reaction kinetics in the KWG Institute for Physical Chemistry and Electrochemistry directed by Fritz 
Haber. Two more investigations during the 1920s led to what seemed failed theories: first, a theory of 
chemical reaction activation by a mechanism of radiation seated in an aether; and secondly, the 
speculation that x-ray studies of cellulose suggested a long-chain macromolecular structure for this fiber. 

The first theory was strongly disliked by Max Born, James Franck, and Einstein. It formed part of a 
debate in the 1920s about radiation and reaction mechanisms that was resolved in favor of a kinetic 
theory of collisions worked out by Cyril Hinshelwood[15]. The second theory was strongly disliked by a 
good many organic chemists but was proved correct in the 1930s by Kurt Meyer, Hermann Mark, 
Hermann Staudinger, Walter Carothers, and other founders of the science of macromolecules.[16] 

Where Polanyi's work really did clearly succeed in the late 1920s and early 1930s was in his studies of 
fast reaction rates, for example of sodium vapor and halogen gas using precipitates or flame analysis, 
complemented by his development of a theory of the transition state. Eugene Wigner, a fellow 
Hungarian from Budapest who became a good friend, completed his doctoral thesis in Polanyi's 
laboratory by studying reaction rates between colliding atoms before turning to quantum mechanics. 
Another Hungarian, Leo Szilard, was collaborating with Hermann Mark.[17] 

Henry Eyring came from Wisconsin to study with Polanyi in Berlin during 1929-1930. He arrived just 
when Polanyi was thinking of using contour maps for representing the potential energy of a hydrogen/
hydrogen bromide system as the bromine comes near one hydrogen and the other hydrogen recedes. A 
ball rolling on a surface would describe the position of all three atoms. This approach to energy of 
activation, with the representation of the transition state as a ball rolling over a peak or hump, proved 
extremely fruitful both in the short and the long run. They used semi-empirical methods, based in 
quantum mechanics and relying on experimental data for vibrational frequencies and energies of 
association. Polanyi and Eyring published together two papers during 1930-1931, followed by Polanyi's 
publication of the book Atomic Reactions in 1932.[18] 

By 1933, Eyring and Wigner, as well as Polanyi's Hungarian friend John von Neumann, all were in 
Princeton, and Polanyi was in Manchester. Some of his students or coworkers came with him from 



Berlin, among them Juro Horiuchi, who was studying hydrogen exchange and catalytic reactions of 
hydrogen, and Andreas Szabo, who was working on hydrogen and halide substitution in the general 
chemical reactions known as the Walden Inversion (a chemical reaction in which a molecule is turned 
inside out, in the sense that the configuration of an optically active substrate is converted to its mirror 
image.)[19] 

In the next years at Manchester, Meredith G. Evans was to become one of Polanyi's principal coworkers 
on reaction kinetics and the theory of the transition state.[20] R. A. Ogg, Jr., a postdoctoral fellow from 
Harvard, took up investigations of substitution of atoms and radicals in organic reactions.[21] Polanyi's 
work continued to deal in part with physical organic chemistry, with results that interested his organic 
colleague Ian Heilbron and then Heilbron's successor Alexander Todd.[22] 
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